
AML and Risk Management Analyst

Toronto, ON

Job Purpose

AML and Risk Management Analyst oversees all applicable AML laws and regulations. The AML and Risk Management
Analystâ€™s responsibilities include collect, collate, analyze and evaluate information/intelligence from a range of sources to
identify suspicious activity which may be an indicator of money laundering and terrorist financing activity. A successful AML and
Risk Management Analyst combines excellent analytical skills with a thorough knowledge of current legal requirements and
industry best practices. The AML and Risk Management Analyst duties also include ensuring accuracy and effectiveness.

This role reports directly to the Director Compliance and Reporting.

Primary Duties and Responsibilities:

Â· Be an expert and remain current on all applicable AML laws and regulations

Â· Collect, collate, analyze and evaluate information/intelligence from a range of sources to identify suspicious activity which may
be an indicator of money laundering and terrorist financing activity.

Â· Conduct ongoing monitoring and risk assessments including enterprise wide risk management

Â· Support intelligence gathering and analysis by utilizing social media and other open source platforms following current legal
requirements and industry best practices.

Â· Identify and prepare Suspicious Transaction Reports as applicable for FINTRAC

Â· Work with branch to identify and use data sources that are relevant to business relationship monitoring

Â· Assist with the development and maintenance of systems to analyze data, identify trends, provide accurate reporting and
proactive identification of suspicious activity and/or potential non-compliance with AML requirements.

Â· Provide advice to staff regarding suspicious transactions and compliance with AML obligations.

Â· Provide guidance to internal and external partners regarding questions specific to compliance with anti-money laundering
procedures

Â· Assist with the development and documentation of required policies, procedures, internal control manuals and analytical rules.

Â· Diagnose gaps and identify opportunities for enhancement of the AML program

Â· Identify high-risk clients by various methods, conduct enhanced due diligence and review reports to determine whether
suspicious transaction occurred

Â· Contribute analyses to consolidated reporting for the Board of Directors (including Audit and Risk Management Committee of
the Board), Executive Committee and Senior Management on AML and Finance related activity.

Â· Support the ERM Governance program to proactively and systematically identify, assess, monitor, report, and escalate
significant operational risks.

Â· Assist with ad hoc non-AML related projects and financial analysis and reporting

Education / Qualifications / Skills / Experience:

Â· 2+ years of experience in an insights/data driven, analytical, or reporting environment

Â· 3 yearsâ€™ experience within a compliance and finance environment

Â· Experience creating reports/dashboards and working with data sources for both AML and Finance related

Â· AML experience preferred (Understanding of money laundering techniques and how they can be used)

Â· Ability to turn data into actionable insights

Â· Ability to synthesize data to create effective reports

Â· Critical Thinking & Detail Oriented

Â· Excellent verbal & written communication skills



Â· Post-secondary degree or diploma in a related field (finance, business administration, information systems), or equivalent
experience.

Â· Expert knowledge of MS Office Access, Excel, Word and PowerPoint.

Â· CAMS designation preferred

Â· Knowledge of all applicable AML laws and regulations

Additional Information

Â· Act as an ambassador of Moya Financial by looking for opportunities to promote products and services and seek referrals from
members and non-members.

Â· Perform any other duties as assigned by your manager.


